Sheer Elegance Blinds
Sheer Elegance Roller blinds Controlling the light while maintaining the view. A striking new blind for
windows in the modern home.

Sheer Elegance is a decorative fabric that gently filters and softens
daylight whilst offering you privacy. The Sheer Elegance blind is a
combination of stunning fabric strips and open mesh strips. With a
Sheer Elegance blind, you will enjoy quality design and manufacturing.

FEATURES

Single chain control to close &
raise

modern tones, there is something to suit any room in the home.

Colour Coordination Cassette &
Bottom Rail

Sheer Elegance roller blinds have two layers of fabric that pass each

Lineal Vision maintains your
view

With a wide range of fabrics, featuring translucent, block out and

other vertically with horizontal stripes providing light and privacy
control.
The front fabric layer moves independently of the back fabric layer
allowing the blind to be positioned in an open position when the stripes

Warm glow of softly diffused
light
Can be raised or lowered to any
desired height similar to a
Roller Blind

line up or in a closed position when the stripes overlap. Sheer Elegance
Roller blinds have a range of colour coordinated cassettes and control
cords to match the wide fabric range available.

OPTIONS

Decorative Alternative to
Double Roller Blinds
Available in Light filtering or
Dim-Out
6 Fabrics to choose from
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SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum Width

Maximum Drop

Minimum width

2.4 metres wide

2.8 metres wide depending on fabric

300 mm wide

Minimum drop

Fabric Range

Blind Cassette

450 mm wide

6 fabrics - Polyester -Normal/Plain,
Woodlook, Genesis Blockout,
Genesis one and two tone, Selene,
Sparkle

Width 72mm Height 66mm

Blind Cassette Colours

Blind Chain Colours

Chain Lengths available (mm)

White, Black, Grey, Cream

White, Black, Grey, Cream

500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750,
2000, 2250, 2500

Installation

Product Warranty

Care and Cleaning

Inside Frame - using topfix spring
loaded brackets Face of Frame using Facefit L spring loaded
Brackets

3 years

Remove dust with a vacuum or
damp cloth. Spot Cleaning should
be done with a clean cloth using
mild detergent, dab the area to be
cleaned as harsh rubbing may effect
the fabric
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